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Working with BBC Radio 6 Music 
 
This document contains information on; 

 

 The Commissioning process 

 Delivery requirements  

o Programme 

o Technical 

o Press & Publicity  
o Interactive 

o Station Sound 

 

Overview 
 

The Output 

Core Output of 6 Music 
 

The majority of programmes - the core output - are long-running strands which are 

produced either by in-house 6 Music producers or a small group of Independent 

companies. When the available strands come up for renewal they are put out for 

tender using the process described below. 

 
Non-Core output of 6 Music 
 

6 Music’s non-core output is made up of BBC Radio archive documentaries, 

sessions, performances and series.  

 

If you are an Independent Production Company, and want to pitch for strands 

when they become available, you need to sign up to the BBC Radio Independent 

Production Company database using this Pro-Forma. 

 

 

The Commissioning Process  

 

How will I know when to propose my strand idea? 

 The Audio and Music Database will be used to alert Indies who have 

expressed an interest to all strand commissioning rounds using the BBC Radio 

Commissioning Website as well as email. 

 In House producers will be notified that strand commissioning rounds are 

open via email. 

Submitting your strand proposal? 

 We would encourage you to talk to the network – Head Of Programmes Paul 

Rodgers & Commissioning Editor Robert Gallacher  – about your proposals 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/Indie_Pro_Forma_v9.doc
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/
mailto:Robert.Gallacher@bbc.co.uk
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before you formally submit them. And, please contact Julian Grundy with 

any other questions you may have. 

 Proposals are submitted using Proteus Commissioning (Proteus information 

web page).  

 

Additional Information for Independent producers: 

 To be considered for a strand commission, all Independent companies 

should ensure that their proposals demonstrate evidence of relevant 

experience for all staff involved in music-radio production within the briefs 

being tendered for. 

 It is advisable to look at the Radio Business Affairs page of the BBC Radio 

Commissioning website before submitting a proposal.  Full information useful 

to prospective programme-makers (including information on underlying 

Rights, contractual and legal aspects of commissioning, Health & Safety 

requirements and the BBC's complaints procedure) are set out there. 

 A summary of the terms agreed with the radio independent production 

sector is set out in the Terms of Trade. The programme production agreement 

that the BBC would expect to conclude with an independent producer is 

made up of the General Terms and the Special Terms. 

 A guide to how you should deal with complaints from the public and how to 

direct your complaints to the BBC is available via the BBC Complaints 

Procedures for Independent Producers. 

 

What happens then?  

 After the closing date there will be a shortlisting period where producers may 

be asked to discuss their strand pitch further.  
 
 

Formal Commission 
 

 In House; your programmes are only formally commissioned when a 

presenter and budget have been agreed. 

 Independent productions; your programmes are only formally commissioned 

when a presenter and budget have been agreed and a commissioning 

contract is signed and returned. Until this point, all commissions are still 

regarded as ‘conditional’ rather than 'formal commissions'. Any work you 

undertake prior to this is at your own risk.  

 Please liaise with the 6 Music Commissioning Team (BBC) to ensure these are 

agreed ASAP. 

 

 

 

Budget 

 
 In-house budgets are agreed with the 6 Music Commissioning Team and 

Darren Bodek - BBC Finance Partner and should be below or in line with the 

guide price listed in the Commissioning Brief. 

 The budget 6 Music is willing to pay for independent proposals is detailed at 

the time of conditional commission.  If that offer is deemed unacceptable 

then a detailed budget will be required and negotiated with the 6 Music 

mailto:Julian.Grundy@bbc.co.uk
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/proteus.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/proteus.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/busaffairs.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/docs/radio_terms_trade.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/docs/radio_general_terms.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/docs/radio_special_terms_mar2009.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/docs/complaints_procedure_independent_producers.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/radio/network/docs/complaints_procedure_independent_producers.pdf
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Commissioning team.  The Legal and Business Affairs team also support all of 

the BBC's national radio stations in activities associated with contracting 

Independent productions. 

 
 

Compliance 

 
 For all continuing strands, you must consult your designated in-house Editor, 

over any Compliance issues you may have regarding language, rights or 

material BEFORE you make the programme. 

 Compliance forms must also accurately reflect your programme content 

and conversations you have had with us. 

 All programmes must comply with the relevant statutory and regulatory 

provisions. If you have a programme compliance issue and are not sure if it 

falls in the realms of editorial policy, programme legal advice, business affairs 

or elsewhere please contact Robert Gallacher or your designated in-house 

Editor. 

 In line with the BBC Editorial Standards, compliance measures have been 

agreed and introduced for commissions across the BBC, including provisions 

relating to training and those occasions when on-air talent own or manage 

the company. Full details and guidance can be found on BBC – Editorial 

Guidelines.  

 All production staff working on commissions (producer & executive producer) 

must have completed the BBC 'Safeguarding Trust' course. If this is not the 

case please contact the network to organise the necessary training. 

 
 

Delivery requirements – Programme 

 
The broadcasting world is changing fast and our audiences want to find our 

programmes wherever they appear. To help them, we need to make sure 

programmes are delivered on time, to length and with the necessary associated 

information.  

 

As well as the wider changes, 6 Music is playing out pre-recorded parts of the 

schedule on an auto player which means that the 6 Music schedule needs to run 

exactly to time. To enable this, the scheduling team are responsible for building the 

schedule in exact, hour long segments.  

 

Another benefit of hitting programme junctions accurately is no more problems with 

iPlayer clipping the ends of programmes. 

 

Overview of Delivery requirements … 

 

Pre-recorded programmes 

 

 Programmes to be delivered 4 weeks prior to transmission 

 Programmes to be delivered to exact durations – confirmed by Julian Grundy 

 Programme descriptions to be provided 5 weeks prior to transmission 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/
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Live programmes 

 Programmes to be delivered to exact durations – confirmed by Julian Grundy 

 Programme descriptions to be provided 5 weeks prior to transmission 

 Built trails to be exactly 45 seconds long 

 

 
Delivery details will be available on all commissioning documentation and via the 

Radio commissioning website and, if you are an Independent Production 

Company, they will be included in your programme production agreement 

 

 Pre-recorded programmes must be delivered to us 4 weeks prior to tx.  For 
independent productions this is a contractual obligation.   

 The network will designate some pre-recorded programmes as ‘Topical’ and 

the delivery date of those programmes will be set at a time different from 4 

weeks ahead of TX 

 Programmes which are normally live and have on occasions to be pre-

recorded will agree their delivery date with Julian Grundy at the time the 

Scheduling team is informed of the change. 

 

Delivery 4 weeks out will allow us to better publicise your programmes, and enable 

us to meet the detailed compliance requirements. This will also assist Station Sound 

campaign planning. Please contact Lead Producer, Station Sound, Pop Hub, Chris 

Reay with the recording date with your presenter to help build a bespoke trail 

promoting your programme.  

 

 All programmes must be delivered to the exact durations as advised (see 

commissioning  briefs). These durations are not negotiable.  

 

 Once delivered the programme duration will be checked by the scheduling 

team at the earliest opportunity - If the duration is incorrect, the producer of 

that programme will be informed by e-mail the duration is not acceptable 

and asked to deliver a version of the correct length by the following day.  

 

Failure to deliver to the terms and conditions of your programme commission with 

respect to timetabled dates and durations will be brought to the attention of 

Network management and could affect our ability to broadcast your programme.   

 

Should you be aware that you may have difficulty with any aspect of delivery you 

must inform the network – Julian Grundy - immediately. 
 
 
 

Delivery requirements – Programme Descriptions 

 

 Programme descriptions must be provided 5 weeks prior to tx.  

Both In house and Independent producers must enter these in Proteus. 

This will provide our press and digital teams with the best possible opportunity 

to publicise your programmes, in an increasingly crowded market-place. 

(see Press and Publicity section). It also assists Station Sound and Publicity with 

promoting your programmes. 

mailto:Chris.Reay@bbc.co.uk
mailto:Chris.Reay@bbc.co.uk
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Delivery requirements - Technical  

 
Format  

 All completed 6M Programmes must be delivered as complete programmes, 

or in parts (to accommodate Trail X mixing), into the Indie Pre Compliance, or 

In-House Pre Compliance stores in the 6 Music VCS Area. 

 

For technical enquiries and expert advice contact; 

 Julian Markham, Technical Manager, Western House 

 

 The naming of this wav file is important. It should include the Network, Title 

and TX date. It should not include any punctuation or spaces - use 

underscore to make the name readable. E.G.  

6M_A_Programme_120612.wav 

 

 Contact the 6 M Scheduling team via email (Radio 2 & 6 Music scheduling  

<DL6MS09@bbc.co.uk>) or on 02 53112 or 02 53250 to advise delivery. THIS IS 

CRUCIAL.  They listen to and audition your programme audio to ensure it has 

successfully uploaded to the network. They also spot check the audio for 

obvious technical faults.  If there are no problems, and the programme has 

received the required Proteus compliance sign-off, they will schedule it. The 

Presentation Office is staffed, Monday to Friday 0930 -1800.  
 

Failure to complete this step within 1 working day of delivering your programme 
can result in your programme being lost. 

 

 

 

 

Delivery requirements – Press & Publicity  
 

The 6 Music Press and Publicity team generate publicity to inform new and existing 

audiences about what Radio 2 has to offer via print press, radio, television and 

online activity. There are a number of ways in which you can help give them the 

best chance of promoting you programme. 

 

 When you deliver your programme description 5 weeks before transmission 

make them stand out. Great descriptions of the subject, location of 

interviews, pertinent quotes from contributors, and explanation of why the 

presenter is fronting the show all pique the interest of journalists and make the 

description searchable on the internet. 

 

mailto:julian.markham@bbc.co.uk
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 Ask your presenter whether they are willing to promote the programme on 

radio, TV, online or in print.  .  If presenters aren’t able or willing to do it, we 

can sometimes use the insight from the producer e.g. for a BBC Radio blog:  

 

 Behind the scenes pictures or stories are useful if there is a major talent 

involved, or if the subject of the programme is visually interesting.  

 

The earlier you deliver a pre-recorded programme the better. Most 

previewers look for programmes to feature approximately 3 weeks prior to 

transmission but if the network receives the programme earlier, we can target 

media as soon as possible. Monthly magazines i.e. Q, Mojo, work at least two 

months in advance.   

 

 

Delivery requirements – Interactive 

 
6 Music listeners are now engaging with digital in unprecedented numbers across 

online, mobile, tablet and the BBC Red Button. The launch of the BBC iplayer Radio 

app has resulted in the Radio 2 audience listening via mobile and tablet in large 

numbers. 

 

Audiences are consuming programmes through the website, via download, 

podcast and mobile in unprecedented numbers,  

  

Visualisation of our content has become especially important with most major 6 

Music events like the Festival & 6 Music Live now in vision online and on red button 

where there have attracted record numbers. 

  

We are, however, more reliant on programme teams updating pages and content. 

Additionally we are made a major push across social media, and ask all 

programmes to engage in this.  It is also important that everybody working for 6 

Music is aware of syndication opportunities for their content, where their material 

can live outside of the BBC online and in third party spaces. We will be looking for all 

programme makers to engage in this process, ensuring that their content has a life 

within digital spaces and grows organically online. 

  

In summary, all programme teams should be able to 

  

•             Reversion their programme into a podcast and publish it 

•             Be able to provide relevant metadata around their programming as   

    requested 

•             Be aware and communicate visualisation possibilities around their content. 

•             Update their own social spaces as necessary 

•             An awareness of music blogs and digital services and how they can be 

    exploited 

•             Ability and knowledge to segment content and make available online  

    both inside and outside of the BBC environment. 

•             Knowledge of the online audience and their requirements. 

•             To plan content across the multiplatform space in addition to the linear 

    environ. 
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•             Ability to publish online, update blogs and content listings. 

•             Take, edit and publish good quality photographs of guests/artists on their 

    programme 

  

We do recognise however that none of the above is a requirement under the 

current Terms of Trade for independent suppliers. 
 

  

Station Sound & Imaging 

 
All 6 Music programmes start with network ‘Top Of Hour’ imaging. Please contact 

the Radio Pop Hub Station Sound team at RadioPopHubStationSound@bbc.co.uk 

for access to, and advice on, appropriate imaging to reflect your programme 

content and tone. 

 

The Station Sound team will also contact you for clips, content and presenter reads 

to form trails that will run across the network promoting your programme. 

 

file:///C:/Users/gallar01/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/00AKYN6S/RadioPopHubStationSound@bbc.co.uk
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Network Contacts 
 
 

The following list of contacts will be able to assist you at all points of the 

commissioning process…  

 

 
Commissioning & Scheduling 

 

Bob Shennan  Controller      020 7765 4462  

  

Paul Rodgers  Head of Programmes   020 7765 4763   

 

Robert Gallacher Commissioning Editor   020 7765 2415

 robert.gallacher@bbc.co.uk 

 

Julian Grundy Manager, Commissioning & Scheduling    

 julian.grundy@bbc.co.uk     020 7765 3250  

 

Anna McMahon Programme Numbers, Commissioning & Scheduling  

 anna.mcmahon@bbc.co.uk    020 7765 3112    

 

Daniel Collins  Programme Descriptions, Commissioning & Scheduling 

 daniel.collins@bbc.co.uk     020 7765 2072    

 

 

 
Music, Interactive and Press & Publicity 

 

Jeff Smith  Head of Music    020 7765 3433

 Jeff.Smith@bbc.co.uk 

 

Brett Spencer Interactive Editor    020 7765 4710

 brett.spencer@bbc.co.uk 

 

Sharon Hanley Head of Communications   0207 765 5712           

sharon.hanley@bbc.co.uk 

 

 

 
Finance 

 

Katie Pollard  Legal & Business Affairs Manager, BBC Radio Business Affairs 

 katie.pollard@bbc.co.uk     020 7765 3649  

 

Darren Bodek Finance Partner, BBC Core Finance    

 darren.bodek@bbc.co.uk     020 7765 389   

mailto:robert.gallacher@bbc.co.uk
mailto:julian.grundy@bbc.co.uk
mailto:anna.mcmahon@bbc.co.uk
mailto:daniel.collins@bbc.co.uk
mailto:Jeff.Smith@bbc.co.uk
mailto:brett.spencer@bbc.co.uk
mailto:sharon.hanley@bbc.co.uk
mailto:katie.pollard@bbc.co.uk

